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Abstract. This article presents a new approach in order to index a Web site. It uses
ontologies and natural language techniques for information retrieval on the Internet.
The main goal is to build a structured index of the Web site. This structure is given by
a terminology oriented ontology of a domain which is chosen a priori according to the
content of the Web site. First, the indexing process uses improved natural language
techniques to extract well-formed terms taking into account HTML markers. Second,
the use of a thesaurus allows us to associate candidate concepts with each term. It
makes it possible to reason at a conceptual level. Next, for each candidate concept,
its capacity to represent the page is evaluated by determining its level of representa-
tiveness of the page. Then, the structured index itself is built. To each concept of the
ontology are attached the pages of the Web site in which they are found. Finally, a
number of indicators make it possible to evaluate the indexing process of the Web site
by the suggested ontology.

keywords : Information Retrieval on the Internet, Web Pages Indexing, Ontologies, Se-
mantic Indexing.

1 Introduction

Searching for information on the Internet means accessing multiple, heterogeneous, dis-
tributed and highly evolving information sources. Moreover, provided data are highly change-
able: documents of already existing sources may be updated, added or deleted; new informa-
tion sources may appear or some others may disappear (definitively or not). In addition, the
network capacity and quality is a parameter that cannot be entirely neglected. In this context,
the question is: how to search for relevant information on the Web more efficiently? Many
search engines help us in this difficult task. A lot of them use centralized databases and sim-
ple keywords to index and to seek the information. Within such systems, the recall1 is often
relatively high. Conversely, the precision2 is weak. An intelligent agent supported by the Web
site may greatly improve the retrieval process ([4], [1]). In this context, this agent knows its

1Recall is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved divided by the total number of relevant
documents in the collection

2Precision is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved divided by the total number of documents
retrieved



pages content, is able to perform a knowledge-based indexing process on Web pages and
is able to provide more relevant answers to queries. In information retrieval processes, the
major problem is to determine the specific content of documents. To highlight a Web site
content according to a knowledge, we propose a semi-automatic process, which provides a
content based index of a Web site using natural language techniques. In contrast with clas-
sical indexing tools, our process is not based on keywords but rather on the concepts they
represent.

In this paper, we firstly present the general indexing process (section 2). After having
exposed the characteristics of used ontologies (section 3), we will indicate how the repre-
sentativeness of a concept in a page is evaluated (section 4) and, finally, how this process is
evaluated itself (section 5).

2 Overview of the indexing process

The main goal is to build a structured index of Web pages according to an ontology. This
ontology provides the index structure. Our indexing process can be divided into four steps
(figure 1):

1. For each page, a flat index is built. Each term of this index is associated with its weighted
frequency. This coefficient depends on each HTML marker that describes each term oc-
currence.

2. A thesaurus makes it possible to generate all candidate concepts which can be labeled by
a term of the previous index. In our implementation, we use the Wordnet thesaurus ([23]).

3. Each candidate concept of a page is studied to determine its representativeness of this page
content. This evaluation is based on its weighted frequency and on the relations with the
other concepts. It makes it possible to choose the best sense (concept) of a term in relation
to the context. Therefore, the more a concept has strong relationships with other concepts
of its page, the more this concept is significant into its page. This contextual relation
minimizes the role of the weighted frequency by growing the weight of the strongly linked
concepts and byweakening the isolated concepts (even with a strong weighted frequency).

4. Among these candidate concepts, a filter is produced via the ontology and the representa-
tiveness of the concepts. Namely, a selected concept is a candidate concept that belongs
to the ontology and has an high representativeness of the page content (the representa-
tiveness exceeds a threshold of sensitivity). Next, the pages which contain such a selected
concept are assigned to this concept into the ontology.

Some measures are evaluated to characterize the indexing process. They determine the
adequacy between the Web site and the ontology. These measures take into account the num-
ber of pages selected by the ontology, the number of concepts included in the pages... The
index is built as a XML file ([28]) and is independent of Web pages.

Our process is semi-automatic. It enables the user to have a global view of the Web site. It
also makes it possible to index a Web site without being the owner of these pages. We do not
regard it as a completely automatic process. Adjustments should be carried out by the user.
The counterpart of this automatisation is, obviously, a worse precision of the process. Lastly,
compared to the annotation approach, our indexing process improves information retrieval: it
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Figure 1: The indexing process

makes it possible to reach directly the pages concerning a concept. By contrast, the annotation
approach requires to browse all the pages of the Web site to find this same information. Now,
we will study two significant elements: the ontology and the method to evaluate the concepts.

3 Terminology oriented ontologies

3.1 Ontology definition

The term ontology comes from philosophy. In this context, its definition is: «systematic ex-
planations of the existence». Furthermore, researchers in Knowledge Engineering give other
more suitable definitions with their concerns. In this context, their definitions are strongly
dependent on the author’s point of view and on his use of ontologies [12, 13]. Some have a
formal point of view and work on abstract models of ontologies while others have a more
pragmatic approach.

We have chosen this definition of ontology: “an ontology provides the common vocabu-
lary of a specific domain and defines, more or less formally, terms meaning and some of their
relationships” ([11]). In our context, we thus call ontology a hierarchy of concepts defines
in a more or less formal way. For instance, figure 2 shows an extract of the SHOE ontology
concerning the American universities.

3.2 Terminology oriented ontology

The concepts of ontologies are usually represented only by a single linguistic term (a label).
However, in our context, this term can be at the same time ambiguous (it represents several
candidate concepts) and not always unique (existence of synonyms). As a result, within the



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"
standalone="no"?>

<!DOCTYPE ontology SYSTEM "http://.../onto.dtd">
<ontology id="university-ont" version="2.1"

description="...">
<def-category name="Department"

isa="EducationOrganization"
short="university department"/>

<def-category name="Program"
isa="EducationOrganization"
short="program"/>

<def-category name="ResearchGroup"
isa="EducationOrganization"
short="research group"/>

<def-category name="University"
isa="EducationOrganization"
short="university"/>

<def-category name="Activity"
isa="SHOEEntity"
short="activity"/>

<def-category name="Work"
isa="Activity"
short="work"/>

<def-category name="Course"
isa="Work"
short="teaching course"/>

...
</ontology>

Figure 2: Extract of the SHOE ontology concerning the American universities

framework of texts written in natural language, it is necessary to determine the whole set
of the synonyms (candidate labels) to define in a single way a concept. Such process can
be found in a manual way in OntoSeek ([14]) or in a semi-automatic way in Mikrokosmos
([25]).

In our context, an ontology is a set of concepts each one represented by a term (a label)
and a set of synonyms of this term, and a set of relationships connecting these concepts by
the specific/generic relationship, the composition relationship,... Currently, the only relation-
ship we take into account is the “isa” relationship. We call this type of ontology a terminology
oriented ontology. Note that our ontologies do not reflect all the inherent aspects to formal on-
tologies ([11]). Our ontologies are close by their structure to those used in the SHOE project
([21]). Moreover, we choose XML format ([28]) to store our ontologies and our indexing
results. The used DTD is rather similar to the SHOE DTD but we made modifications and
extensions to this last.

We thus propose a process which makes it possible to determine all the candidate labels
of a concept. This process is based on a thesaurus and uses a number of heuristics similar
with those proposed by the Mikrokosmos project. The general principle of these heuristics is
to try to make a correspondance between the paths according to the “isa” relationship in the



ontology and the paths of hypernyms in the thesaurus. According to the “matching degree”, a
more or less large confidence is given to such or such set of synonyms (concept). Let us note
that experiments using the relationship of composition have not improved the results.

The user can manually finish the disambiguation process of the labels. Indeed, the process
can not always select in an unquestionable way the good set of synonyms. The definitions of
the sets of candidate synonyms are presented in order to help to this final choice.

However, the process gives results rather satisfactory since it chooses the good sense for
nearly 75% of the labels associated with the concepts of the Universities ontology (SHOE
project [21]) and for 95% of the label after several modifications (contradictions with the
used thesaurus were deleted).

These evaluations were determined with ontologies for which the whole set of the labels
associated with the concepts was manually disambiguated. Of course, this disambiguation
process depends on the thesaurus used (in our case Wordnet).

4 Index building

The other important part of our process is the indexing process and the evaluation of the
importance of a concept in a HTML page. There are two essential steps: (1) terms extraction
from Web pages and calculus of the weighted frequency and (2) determination of candidate
concepts and the calculus of the representativeness of a concept.

4.1 Terms extraction

The well-formed terms extraction process starts by (1) removing HTML markers from Web
pages, (2) dividing the text into independent sentences, and (3) lemmatisingwords included in
the page. Next, Web pages are annotated with part of speech tags using the Brill tagger ([3]).
As a result, each word in a page is annotated with its corresponding grammatical category
(noun, adjective...). Finally, the surface structure of sentences is analyzed using term patterns
(Noun, Noun+Noun, Adjective+Noun...)[7] to provide well-formed terms . For each selected
term, we calculate its weighted frequency. The weighted frequency takes into account the
frequency of the term and especially the HTML markers which are linked with each of its
occurrences. We can notice that the frequency is not a main criterion. Indeed, we work with
pages which are of rather restricted size compared to large corpora used in NLP (Natural
Language Processing). The influence of the marker depends on its role in the page. For ex-
ample, the marker “TITLE” will give a considerable importance to the term (*10) whereas
the marker “B” (for bold font) has a quite less influence (* 2). The table 1 gives the weight
of the most significant markers (the markers weights were determined in an experimental
way [10]). In a Web page containing different terms, for a given term (with in ),
the weighted frequency is determined as the sum of the weights of HTML markers
associated with the term occurrences. The result is then normalized. This calculus is shown
in formula (1) and (2) where corresponds to the HTML marker weight associated with
the th occurrence of the term .

(1)



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"
standalone="no"?>

<!DOCTYPE ontology SYSTEM "http://.../onto.dtd">
<ontology id="university-ont" version="3.0">
<def-category name="Course" short="teaching course"

isa="Work">
<sense name="Course" no="1" origin="WN"

definition="..." convenience="1.0">
<synset>class#4,course of instruction#1,

course of study#2,course#1</synset>
</sense>

</def-category>
<def-category name="Department"

short="university department"
isa="EducationOrganization">...

</def-category>
<def-category name="University" short="university"

isa="EducationOrganization">
<sense name="University" no="3" origin="WN"

definition="..." convenience="1.0">
<synset>university#3</synset></sense>

</def-category>
<def-category name="Program" short="program"

isa="Information">
<sense name="Program" no="4" origin="WN"

definition="..." convenience="1.0">
<synset>course of study#1,curriculum#1,program#4,

syllabus#1</synset></sense>
</def-category>
<def-category name="ResearchGroup"

short="research group"
isa="EducationOrganization">

<sense name="ResearchGroup" no="0" origin="TECH"
definition="" convenience="1.0">

<synset>research group#0</synset></sense>
</def-category>
<def-category name="Activity" short="activity"

isa="HumanActivity">...
</def-category>
<def-category name="Work" short="work"

isa="Activity">...
</def-category>...

</ontology>

Figure 3: Extract of the terminology oriented ontology concerning the American university

(2)



HTML marker description HTMLmarker Weight
Document title <TITLE></TITLE> 10
Keyword <meta name="keywords" ... content=...> 9
Hyper-link <A HREF=...></A> 8
Font size 7 <FONT SIZE=7></FONT> 5
Font size +4 <FONT SIZE="+4"></FONT> 5
Font size 6 <FONT SIZE=6></FONT> 4
Font size +3 <FONT SIZE="+3"></FONT> 4
Font size +2 <FONT SIZE="+2"></FONT> 3
Font size 5 <FONT SIZE=5></FONT> 3

Heading level 1 <H1></H1> 3
Heading level 2 <H2></H2> 3
Image title <IMG ... ALT="..."> 2
Big marker <BIG></BIG> 2

Underlined font <U></U> 2
Italic font <I></I> 2
Bold font <B></B> 2

... ... ...

Table 1: Higher coefficients associated with HTML markers

Table 2 shows some results extracted from an experiment on a Web page. Terms are sorted
according to the weighted frequency coefficient.

4.2 Page concepts determination

During the term extraction process, well-formed terms and their weighted frequency coeffi-
cient were respectively extracted and calculated. The well-formed terms are different forms
representing a particular concept (for example “chair”, “professorship”...). In order to de-
termine not only the set of terms included in a page but also the set of concepts in a page, a
thesaurus is used. Our experiments use the WordNet thesaurus ([23]). The process to generate
candidate concepts is quite simple: from extracted terms, all candidate concepts (all senses)
are generated using a thesaurus. A sense is represented by a list of synonym (this list is unique
for a given concept). Then for each candidate concept, the representativeness is calculated ac-
cording to the weighted frequency and the cumulative similarity of the concept with the other
concepts in the page. This last one is based on the similarity between two concepts.

We first define the similarity measure between two concepts which makes it possible to
evaluate the semantic distance between these two concepts. This measure is defined relatively
to a thesaurus and to the hypernyms relationship. In our context, we use the similaritymeasure
defined by [29]. They propose a similarity measure related to the edge distance in the way
it takes into account the most specific subsumer of the two concepts, characterizing their
commonalities, while normalizing in a way that accounts for their differences. Their measure
is shown in formula 3 where is the most specific subsumer of and , is the
number of edges from to the taxonomy root, and with in is the number
of edges from to the taxonomy root through .



Terms Weighted frequency
uw 1.00
cse 0.59

uw cse 0.45
computer 0.41
university 0.37
seattle 0.30
article 0.30
science 0.26
research 0.24
professor 0.24

... ...
computer science 0.18

... ...
university of washington 0.16

... ...
program 0.15
... ...
news 0.12
... ...

information 0.09
... ...

message 0.01
... ...

Table 2: Extracted terms and their weighted frequency (sorted according to the weighted frequency). Results
coming from http://www.cs.washington.edu/news/

(3)

This measure performs a little worse than the Resnik’s measure ([26]) but better than the
traditional edge-counting measure (see related works for more details).

For evaluating the relative importance of a concept in a page, we define its cumulative
similarity. The cumulative similarity measure associated with a concept in a page, noted ,
is the sum of all the similarity measures calculated between this concept and all the other
concepts included in the studied page. In this formula, a specific concept is unified with the
corresponding synset (set of synonyms) in WordNet. The measure is shown in formula 43,
where synsets are associated with a term , and there are terms in the studied Web
pages.

(4)

In this calculus, all similarities are not been taken into account in order to discriminate the
results: a threshold is applied. Finally, we determine a representativeness coefficient which

3 is normalized



determines the representativeness of a concept in a document. The coefficient is a linear com-
bination of the weighted frequency and of the cumulative similarity of a concept (formula 5)4.
This coefficient is the major one to qualify answer to a request. The empirical values for
and are respectively et .

(5)

The table 3 shows the effect of the representativeness on the concepts order (terms found
in the page are in bold font). Some concepts are higher in the table 3 than in the table 2.
For instance, news#1 (weighted frequency 0.12, representativeness 0.51) or information#1
(weighted frequency 0.1, representativeness 0.59). This is a good result for a page related
to a news page. If we analyse the result more in details, the concepts: news#4 and news#2
have a representativeness equal to 0.49. This is not very different from the degree of news#1
which is equal to 0.51. The explanation is that Wordnet includes too much fine-grained sense
distinctions. In fact, in the thesaurus, the three previous concepts have all the same subsumer.
Then, an automatic process cannot distinguish these three concepts. Wordnet was built by
linguist and is not always effective in NLP [25].

5 Associating concepts and synsets

At this point, we have on the one hand a terminology oriented ontology and on the other hand
candidate concepts with their representativeness coming from HTML pages. In the next step,
candidate concepts are matched with concepts of the ontology. If a concept is in the ontology
and in a Web page, the URL of this page and its representativeness are added to the ontology.

To evaluate the appropriateness of an ontology according to a set of HTML pages, five
typical coefficients are calculated. These coefficients are normalized. The first four coeffi-
cients define:

the rate of concepts directly involved in HTML pages, called the Direct Indexing Degree
or DID;

the rate of concepts indirectly involved in HTML pages (calculated by the way of the
generic/specific relationship), called the Indirect Indexing Degree or IID;

the rate of pages concerned with the ontology concepts, called the Ontology Cover Degree
or OCD, which gives the number of Web pages that involve at least one concept of the
ontology;

the Mean of the Representativeness of the candidate Concepts (MRC).

These coefficients (DID, IID, OCD, MRC) are evaluated for different thresholds applied
on the representativeness (0 to 1 with a step equals to 0.02). For each coefficient its weighted
mean (WM) is calculated. For instance, formula 6 presents the calculus of the weighted mean
for the direct indexing degree (DID).

4The representativeness is normalized. is the normalized sum of all the weighted frequency
related to .



Concepts Weighted Representativeness
frequency

uw#0 1.0 1.0
award#2, accolade#1, honor#1, honour#2, laurels#1 0.20 0.7
computer#1, data processor#1, electronic computer#1,
information processing system#1 0.41 0.68
information#1, info#1 0.1 0.59
cse#0 0.59 0.59
university#2 0.37 0.58
course of study#1, program#4, curriculum#1, syllabus#1 0.15 0.53
calculator#1, reckoner#1, figurer#1,
estimator#1, computer#2 0.41 0.51
news#1, intelligence#4, tidings#1, word#3 0.12 0.51
news#2 0.09 0.49
news#4 0.09 0.49
voice#6 0.01 0.51
voice#2, vocalization#1 0.01 0.51
message#2, content#2, subject matter#1, substance#6 0.01 0.51
language#1, linguistic communication#1 0.01 0.51
article#3, clause#2 0.30 0.5
submission#1, entry#4 0.01 0.5
subject#1, topic#1, theme#1 0.01 0.5
university#3 0.37 0.42
... ... ...

Table 3: Extracted concepts after the calculus of the representativeness degree (sorted according to the repre-
sentativeness). Results coming from http://www.cs.washington.edu/news/

(6)

This calculus privileges the concepts which are more representative of the pages. A repre-
sentative ontology of a site has the weighted mean nearly equal to . This evaluation depends
on the thesaurus used because it depends on the used relationships. Finally, the global eval-
uation of the indexing process (OSAD: Ontology-Site Adequacy Degree) is a linear combi-
nation of these weighted means. Currently, the coefficients are evaluated in an experimental
way. The equation 7 gives the present evaluation where is a Web site and an ontology.
The experiment shows that a value of 0.3 for the representativeness gives good results. Below
this threshold, too many concepts with a low representativeness are kept. For this threshold,
the discrimination of concepts is relatively effective (the larger the Web pages are, the more
effective the process is).

(7)

The figure 4 presents indexing results related to theWeb site: “http://www.cs.washington.edu/”
(1315 HTML pages). This is the site of the department of computer science of the Washing-
ton university. It was chosen because of its a priori adequacy with our ontology. However, the



Ontology-Site Adequacy Degree (OSAD) is not very high (56%). The explanation is that the
used ontology (the SHOE ontology with some extensions and modifications) does not cover
all the studied domain. For instance, the studied site has numerous personal Web pages which
are rarely indexed by the ontology. Figure 5 presents an extract of the structured index.
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Figure 4: Some results of the indexing process

The indexing process can highlight concepts, which do not match with concepts of on-
tologies. In this case, we may search for ontologies related to this index. In the future, we
will be able to start again the indexing process when the content of the site evolves or when
ontologies are updated. This process can only be executed on modified pages.

The evaluation process enables us to evaluate the adequacy between the pages of the site
and the ontology and thus to adopt various strategies depending on the coefficients value:

1. the coefficients are correct: the structured index is kept and exploited;

2. the coefficients are not correct:

(a) the pages which are not suitable are deleted (the OCD and/or the MRC coefficient
are low);

(b) the ontology is updated (the DID coefficient is low);
(c) a new ontology is chosen and the index is built again (the whole set of coefficients

is low);

6 Exploitation of our approach for query answering

Most of search engines use simple keywords to index web pages. Queries are often made
up of a list of keywords connected by logical operator (“and”, “or”...). In our context, we



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" standalone="no"?>
<!DOCTYPE ontology SYSTEM "http://.../onto.dtd">
<ontology id="university-ont" version="3.0" description="">
<def-category name="University" short="university"

isa="EducationOrganization">
<sense name="University" no="3" origin="wn" convenience="1.0">

<synset>university#3</synset>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/info/contact/"

frequence="0.5" representativeness="0.4"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/info/aboutus/"

frequence="0.54" representativeness="0.49"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/590m/"

frequence="0.4" representativeness="0.4"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/outreach/"

frequence="0.28" representativeness="0.34"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/mssi/"

frequence="0.5" representativeness="0.43"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/general/overview.html"

frequence="0.87" representativeness="0.81"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/599/"

frequence="0.4" representativeness="0.35"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/workforce/tnt/"

frequence="0.25" representativeness="0.35"/>...
</sense>

</def-category>
<def-category name="Department" short="university department"

isa="EducationOrganization">
<sense name="Department" no="1" origin="wn" convenience="1.0">

<synset>department#1,section#11</synset>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/education/courses/444/"

frequence="0.29" representativeness="0.31"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/lab/facilities/la2.html"

frequence="0.5" representativeness="0.41"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/ARL/"

frequence="0.21" representativeness="0.32"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/"

frequence="0.33" representativeness="0.37"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/desktop_refs.html"

frequence="0.5" representativeness="0.43"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/news/jobs.html"

frequence="0.44" representativeness="0.46"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/admin/newhires/faq.html"

frequence="0.29" representativeness="0.32"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/info/videos/index.html"

frequence="0.39" representativeness="0.38"/>
<page name="http://www.cs.washington.edu/affiliates/corporate/"

frequence="0.5" representativeness="0.51"/>...
</sense>

</def-category>...
</ontology>

Figure 5: Extract of the structured index based on the terminology oriented ontology concerning the American
universities



use the terminology oriented ontology and the structured index in order to improve the query
answering process. Queries are not only processed at the terminological level but also at the
conceptual level. This approach provides several improvements:

1. a user’s query is expanded: terms are transformed into concepts;

2. logical operators have a richer semantics than in the simple keywords world;

3. the answers are more suitable to a user’s query.

The query expansion is thus improved by the use of ontologies. Often, when a user pro-
poses a query which contains terms connected by logical operators, these terms are often
ambiguous. In our approach, terms are replaced by their associated concepts. The candidate
concepts are first selected in the ontology. Then, the other concepts of the query and the logi-
cal operators are studied. Finally, if a term is still associated with several candidate concepts,
the user’s assistance is required. If set of query terms are not associated with any concepts at
the end of this process, they are regarded as not relevant for the site. According to the logical
operator, either they are suppressed from the query or the query has no response.

The conceptually expanded query can be exploited to seek pages corresponding precisely
to its content. The ontology makes it possible to improve the interpretation of the used logical
operators. Currently, in one hand, the “and” and “or” operators have the same interpretation
as in the traditional keywords approach. In the other hand, the “no” and “near” operators
have a different semantics. For a query containing a “no” operator, we add to the concerned
concept, all the concepts which are more specific than this concept according to the “isa”
relationship. So, all pages containing these concepts will be rejected. The “near” operator is
not related to the distance between words (number of words between two words) as in the
classical approach. But, it is related to a semantic distance between concepts according to the
similarity measure [29] used to calculate the representativeness coefficient. In our context,
the “near” operator becomes an unary operator and makes it possible to add to the query all
the concepts semantically connected to the targeted concept and in its neighborhood.

7 Related works

Our choices differ from related works especially from work on annotation of Web page like
KA2 ([9], [2]), SHOE ([21]) or WebKB([22]). These two projects annotate manually Web
pages using semantic tags. SHOE proposes a set of Simple HTML Ontology Extension to an-
notate Web pages with ontology-based knowledge concerning page contents. In this context,
an agent can use this knowledge to manage effectively information requests.

In all the cases, the goal is to use semantic information to improve the information re-
trieval. However, in these approaches, annotations are strongly linked to document. The au-
thor of pages progressively indicates handled knowledge where it appears. The problem is
that any modification or new generation of the pages requires to remake entirely or partly
the annotations. Nevertheless, the precision of this process is extremely fine. Moreover, the
methods based on annotation are manual or semi-manual (an user interface helps the user to
annotate the document [16]). Therefore, they are very time expensive and can be carried out
only by specialists ([15]).

However, this manual process is time expensive, complex, and information and knowl-
edge are mixed. The information management difficulty is thus increased ([15]). In addition,



semantically annotated documents are not today and perhaps may be never available on the
Web. These two projects work on restricted domain and scaling up to the entire Web is a
titanic task ([15]). Moreover, in this context, all Web page builders have to accept to annotate
their own pages. The consensus needed by this protocol is far to be widely admitted and is at
the opposite of the Web philosophy. Another project is the “WebKB” project ([22]). It pro-
poses another manual process to annotate Web pages using an ontology represented with a
conceptual graph ([27]), which is built using a linguistic thesaurus. Even if the used language
is different from the two previous projects, annotations are also included in the HTML pages.
Moreover, the thesaurus is only used to extend the ontology. It is not used to automatically
index natural language documents.

Like in OntoSeek project ([14]), our approach adds linguistic attributes to ontologies us-
ing the WordNet thesaurus to improve our semi-automatic Web site knowledge discovery.
Guarino calls this process a disambiguation process. However, the manual process OntoSeek
uses ontologies not to define the knowledge of a Web site but to find user’s data in a large clas-
sical database of Web pages. Another project proposes a similar process: the Mikrokosmos
project ([25]) to provide a knowledge base for machine translation process. This process is
another semi-automatic process (the user can improve manually the disambiguation results).
It studies several heuristics. The most important are an hierarchical heuristics and a similarity
heuristics. The hierarchical heuristics uses the generic/specific relationship in the ontology
and the hypernyms relationship in the thesaurus. For [25], the hierarchical heuristics seems
to be the more effective to select senses. Therefore, we choose to use this heuristics and to
improve it.

Some projects of the KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases) community are inter-
ested by extracting knowledge from Web sites. [8] apply techniques of KDD to keywords
which are attached to the documents and which are then regarded as attributes. These min-
ing techniques use statistical analysis to discover association rules and interesting patterns
over keywords distributions and associations. Other researchers [18] use terms automatically
extracted from documents to characterize the document and to find associations which con-
nect the terms to the documents. Another approach is to apply KDD techniques after the
use of information extraction techniques, which transform information located in texts into a
structured database [6]. Other approaches [20] mixe NLP techniques and KDD techniques to
extract automatically information from documents. They do not use keywords as attribute but
use concepts which are acquired by the way of a thesaurus. The approach of the last authors
seems the most interesting because they do not work any more with simple keywords but
with the concepts included in documents. Compared to KDD techniques like [20], we also
work on conceptual level instead on the simple keywords level. But we take the option to
have linguistic processing much finer and especially we privilege an a priori knowledge on
the studied domain (one or several ontologies). [20] use a priori knowledge on the studied
domain (a thesaurus) exclusively to extract the concepts of the pages. In our approach, the
concepts are also extracted from the pages using a thesaurus, but the indexing process itself is
also based on an ontology of the domain. [24] asserts besides that for an effective extraction
of knowledge, a priori knowledge on the studied domain (for example ontologies) is essential.

Manymeasures of similarity are defined in related works. For [19], the information shared
by two concepts is indicated in an “isa” taxonomy by the most specific concept that subsumes
them. The semantic similarity of two concepts in a taxonomy is the distance between the
nodes corresponding to the items which are compared (edge-counting). The shorter the path
from one node to another is, the more similar they are. Given multiple paths, one takes the



length of the shortest one.
A widely acknowledged problem ([26]) with this approach is that it relies on the notion

that links in the taxonomy represent uniform distances (but it is most of the time false). [26]
describes an alternative way to evaluate semantic similarity in a taxonomy based on the notion
of information content. All links in a taxonomy are weighted with an estimated probability
(concept occurrences in corpora), which measures the information content of a concept. The
main idea is: the more concepts share information, more similar they are. The information
shared by two concepts is indicated by the information content of the concepts that subsumes
them in the taxonomy. The probability of a concept is based on the probability associated
with the concept plus the probability associated with all its descendant concepts. is then
used to calculate the information content of a concept which is equal to .

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a semi-automatic process to index a Web site by its content.
This process builds a structured index coming from an ontology and pages of a Web site.
After the construction of a flat index where all terms have a weighted frequency, we deter-
mine candidate concepts associated with these terms. For each concept, a representativeness
coefficient is calculated. Finally, the most representative concepts in a Web page are selected,
and those which belong to the ontology are kept. The final structured index is organized ac-
cording to the ontology. With each ontology concepts a set of Web pages is associated from
where the potential concepts were extracted.

This process comprises a number of advantages on the traditional indexing methods (only
based on keyword retrieval) and even on the methods of Web site annotation:

1. selected pages contain not only the keywords but also the required concepts ;

2. these concepts are representative of the topics treated in selected pages ;

3. terms which are responsible of the page selection are not always those of the request but
can be synonyms ;

4. pages can comprise not only the required concepts but also more specific ones ;

5. the importance of a concept depends not only on its term frequency but also on the HTML
markers which describe it and on its relations with the other concepts of the page...

The indexing process can be used not only for retrieving information but also for valuing
the appropriateness of a Web site with regard to a domain or a knowledge. This latter case
enables us to classify a Web site in a hierarchical index of a classical search engine (Yahoo !,
Excite...). Note that such hierarchies can be themselves considered as general ontologies
([17]).

Currently, other Web sites on American universities are indexed in order to compare their
results to those of the Washington university. In order to improve the indexing results, we
may also improve the coverage degree of the ontology on our studied domain. We study also
other relationships than the generic/specific relationship in order to improve the process of
concepts extraction. We have developed a measure according to the composition relationship,
but we must also evaluate it in an experimental way.



The results presented in this paper can be used in various applications. They are currently
being incorporated within the Bonom Multi-agent system ([5], [4]) to search for relevant
information on the Internet. The system involves different types of agents among which “site
agents” which encapsulate information sources. The methods we propose are implemented
within the site agents. They greatly improve the site analysis process and the query answering
process.
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